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December 4th, 2023

Good Monday Morning,

May the Spirit of the Gospel and the Holy Word be Always on our Tongues, in our Hearts, Minds, and in our Hands.

Holy Virgin Mary and All Saints - Pray for us!

—

—

Index Number 2099:

—

This morning's prayers and meditations went nominally.

After finished the and while collecting myself to prepare to write this and include all those video's that yesterday evening I did not

managed to include .. I skipped after Mass Adult Cataclysm – exchanging going home to eat some hot soup (tomato based canned

veggie and big lump of crunchy peanut butter) and take a nap with a voice that was sounding rough like it would be a long-term voice

problem, as I was dosing heavily through the Latin Singing and homily – which was absolutely not what I would choose to do .. so

instead of dosing and squeaky-voice participation in class I went home, sadly.

So this morning my mind wondered about how many murders israel has done, and how silent and how hard the leaders in other

Muslim countries are sucking the Cocks of Genocidal Talmud-Sickened Golden-Calf Satanic Witch Jews and other Satanic murdering

Demonic baby-murdering war-criminals and supporters instead of what their populations would have them do – most willing to take-

up arms and drive once and for all such evil Satanic Genocidal horrors into the sea, and why would that not be a Goodness? - but

instead like all our Satanic Cock-Sucking 'leaders' in this GreatSatan and throughout West where it is a pretty safe Just positions that

the hanging of every person in top 3 levels of power in every Federal Gov (and many States') Administrative departments and all the

law-makers and administration, ..

.. all actively with Satan's Cock in month for 70+ years been destroying Western Society and genociding white Christians and their

Virtue-Based raised generations, twisting womanhood into Satanic Demon training vile vicious lying horrors – unTrue, unJust,
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disOrdering, 10 Commandment violating pushing and raising generations of children and destroying all men and boys who show any

potential for Goodness and not baby-murdering slimy inHuman horrors like they are and training and forcing – through Canceling and

genetic murder and Reputation destruction of any man who does not worship their Vagina-god Satan that they follow .. such is the

West, and the mostly best dead or gone every older woman – Septic howling Poisoning Vomit with nearly every Breath – while

screaming 'because I care!' while murdering all our Futures and their and many souls.

-

So I was thinking how much need each country's population to return to Nationhood, and ruled by Christian – Catholic – monarchs.

And when I say Catholic – I mean the Catholic that returns after the Pope and most leadership is hanged to death in public or forced

into isolative meditation and lives of reflection of the Satan they clearly are Tools of, and all those One World Gov Talmud-Sickened

Golden-Calf Satanic Witches they have sold their souls through to Their Master Satan.

Below there is some very good material related to the murdering vile Jew Kissinger, that left millions of dead and pushed Genocide as

an acceptable option to the Satanic Witch-Matriarchal ruling families Global World Order, ..

.. and I will add that how such a concentration down South America where entire extended families were murdered, and our Pope when

supportive of such a genocidal government turned in two priest to gov who disregarded that gov order not to offer Mass to the 'rebels'

and both were tortured and he could have been publicly hanged to death then, so before his clear Satanic Murdering Goals towards the

Body of Christ as Pope became clear to us – if Justice had been implemented he would have been hanged to death with birds plucking

his dead eyes .. and many many such Church Leaders such a future Fate seems clearly not only a reasonable consideration, but in

protection of so so many Catholics now suffering from the clear proof that Satan is in control of Vatican, and likely their own Bishops.

—

About the vile sick example of the Talmud-Sickened Jews and Others that are now in Control and they would have openly international

Gov with us in our 15 minute cities being bombed to death like Gaza on their whims, unable to leave those areas because out electronic

money will not work and police and others with arrest, etc .. the 'Poster Child' of such a Demon-Possessed or Active Satanic Minion of

those in power behind the Puppets, the murdering Satanic warped Jew where the concept of Hell Shines as Just – Kissinger - but by the

Grace and Mercy of God – where he may have already been Burning for Eternities – Screaming endlessly .. that 3+ Billions of Witch

tortured-to-death babies from 1980 may not be enough Sacrifices for his and so many other's Satanic Crimes, ..
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.. the order of the Articles and videos should help make such points clear, and with Orthodox Muslims, Jews and Christians to Consider

how much better off under a Catholic Monarchy – where those Tribal aspects are suppressed only as must be to allow Conversions (in

any direction) and demands that others are treated as your own tribal members – if not families.

As I have argued in past, given a level playing field – Catholicism would become the world religion though active voluntary choice over a

few Generations – perhaps less then got us to this womanhood-pushed Hell-on-Earth, directed by Vagina-god Satan and the baby-

murdering Satanic Witches.

-

May this be a Blessing to you and us all. [And all our Futures, and future Multiverse Pasts.]

—

—

—

A very significant conversation that is a must listen-to if at all interested in who is in power over us and what they are driving towards –

example, leaders who genocide openly – instead of slow slimy female-evil womanhood-supported poison injections under 'health' or

open bombing of innocent families under 'defense' of things best Burned to Death, driven into Sea, .. - so what kind of horrors not only

were in change in WWII – and allowing the Jewish horrors in control of Soviet Union for cold war, but drove the USA into WWI where

only the Sick vile evil Talmud-Sickened Jews and Witches profited from, like the Federal Reserve or corpDragon law.

God Bless them, and all willing to consider these and other indications of Satan's direct control of our lives and all those we could ever

have loved (if not tortured to death by Witches – silently screaming – and hose children not murdered directly), and Bless all those

unwilling to Face such Satanic Horror, and those actively supporting such – Repentance and Seeking God is His Mercy that you are

alive today with that possibility,and His Infinite Love.

I am so sorry there is not an MP3 download or alternative access – for those whom (and when) are cut from SubStack access, or

SubStack in future is controlled – like Google became – by mind-raping Talmud-Sickened Golden-Calf venture-capital Satanic Witch-

Matriarchal ruling families minions, enslaved elites, or retarded twisted mind-broken Demon-Possessed Tools., ..

-
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'Henry Kissinger is Dead'

-

“Powers & Principalities: Episode 325”

by Timothy Kelly, 03 December 2023

https://timothykelly.substack.com/p/powers-and-principalities-episode-e1d

--

—

—
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—

This version – of two, other following – is the Tighten-up your VagFeelie-Belt version, and F-you mind-raping slimy Satanic

[supporting] cnts who and Facebook Witches that I dare not include the PDF-to-Image version of this and perhaps the following

version.

-

“Calumny for Kissinger: Mass Murdering Destructor Jew”

by Karl Haemers, 02 December 2023

https://karlhaemers.substack.com/p/calumny-for-kissinger-mass-murdering

Archived: https://archive.is/lJSzs
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-

PDF {DropBox included}

Calumny For Kissinger Mass Murdering Destructor Jew

3.8MB ∙ PDF file

Download

Download

--

—

—

A 'lighter' version he generated the following day as likely so many could not share with others given the mind-raping Satanic Witches

in control of all Western and world-wide Institutions, tax and public resource sucking vile Freedom-to-Hear interferers whom think

they are your Master and mind-controllers and do lie and twist and censor so that you and all our generations driven into Hell Burning

through Eternity for thier fun and Profits, they baby-torturing to death genocidal F-ing horrors.

.

-

'Version II edited for other eyes' -Article

-

“Calumny For Kissinger: Jewish Destructor”

by Karl Haemers, 03 December 2023
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https://karlhaemers.substack.com/p/calumny-for-kissinger-jewish-destructor

Archived: https://archive.is/ma5rr

-

PDF {DropBox included}

Calumny For Kissinger Jewish Destructor By Karl Haemers
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5.85MB ∙ PDF file

Download

Download

--

—

—

—

“Elon Goes to “Israel” & Henry Goes to Hell (FFWN with E. Michael Jones)”

by FFWN DrKevinBarrett

https://rumble.cohttps://docs.google.com/document/d/1mwHVDHUbTb1kYBTKPPPqguidOfFjOODmqJ5IhxG5zQw/editm/v3z8m4s-

elon-goes-to-israel-and-henry-goes-to-hell-ffwn-with-e.-michael-jones.html

https://www.bitchute.com/video/61H7V2HvDaWZ

{DropBox included - use URL at end if Link Broken}
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—

—

.. Sources, ..

https://kevinbarrett.heresycentral.is/2023/11/ffwn-musk-goes-to-israel-kissinger-goes-to-hell-with-e-michael-jones

Archived: https://archive.is/yyceh
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-

PDF {DropBox included}

Ffwn Elon Goes To “israel” & Henry Goes To Hell (with E

94.9KB ∙ PDF file

Download

Download
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A song I like for a break., ..

-

“Brooks & Dunn - My Maria (Official Video)”
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by Brooks & Dunn

https://youtu.be/fZSiBj4vCiY

{DropBox included - use URL at end if Link Broken}
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—

Of course she was 'de-monetized' as punishment for being effective in her sensible critical mentions of Satan's Witches storm-troupers,

the baby-murder[ing] supporters of all Satanic Sickness – womanhood – whom soul their souls in my mother generation to Talmud-

Sickened Golden-Calf Satanic Power for power to murder, destroy, abuse, false accuse, false witness, to walk openly like Satan now does

around us clearly filled with vile putrid hate and Satanic intent, we evil-Blinded from crib by those Satanic mothers – lying vile best

dead at menopause F-ing horrors without the tiniest virtue to warn own children of the vicious vile womanhood that they will be

punished, abused, tormented by – lives destroyed ..

.. and in complete immunity as long as they Sacrifice their unborn often-enough for Satan through their Witches .. so YouTube – owned

by Satanic Controlled and Owned Google, Alphabet – who for everyone serious connected to those corpDragons and those supporting

them (federal Gov, courts,..) would be Just handed to death over the corpse of their Burned to Death mothers and older women and

close other Witches in family – it could be argued as Just.

So those Satanic Owners and Controllers will start using Demonic AI to 'train' her as they have done to so many, injecting a model of

demonic evil instructions and goals – to Program them to be more and more careful about not talking about what is clearly the Media

and Big-Tech Witch-Spells being cast to the children and others less clear of Satan walking the earth and those corpDragons and

Federal Gov and all Western leaders and Administrative States being Horror-enforcing Tools fo Satan and Her Witches.

She could have lost those 'party' or whatever videos long ago – I tried to watch one and maybe got ten minutes in and wondered what

the point .. if I wanted to listen to deranged baby-murdering tools of Satan and evil I could likely find better more intelligent versions.

-

“What You Can Expect Now”
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by Pearl

https://youtu.be/-nBIaww3l6o

{DropBox included - use URL at end if Link Broken}

—

—

—
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I skip – as a rule – vivas beginning of these, but I did catch enough while looking for Barnes entry that I wonder if he was doing more of

their pro-genocidal support and or excuse of that Satanic Hell State that should not be – the Zionists Satanic nightmares that have been

genociding the West openly for the last 70+ years while we ignored the inJustice of the land stealing 10 Commandment violation in

Palestine because we are Female-Evil Slimy womanhood-sicked souls who forgot how to be Christians and care for all people and the

inJustice done to then – there for giving Satan a free-hand to subject us all to such inJustice, through the Talmud-Sickened Golden-Calf

baby-Sacrificing inHuman-directed demonic-controlled walking F-ing nightmares and their enslaved elites in control of the West and

world now., ..

.. such that likely only the hanging to death in public of every older adult in every family that is doing very very well, whom could not be

without direct supporting and enslavement to Satan and Her Witches, whom never worried about paying rent or food costs or getting

the very best medical care, al them hanged to death, and the younger adults and the children separated from wealth and power –

perhaps sent to some kind of recovery area when basic human values and living could be shown, and where they never allowed near

power of any form for rest of life, could be argued as a step forward.

Recalling – of course – that God Demands Love and not Death, and Better from us all – and that we Demand Better from those around

us and everywhere – and that is Love and Charity.

Some very good conversations and points from Barnes – especially towards the end – for some reason., ..

-

“Ep. 189: Trump Trials! Texas Sues Pfizer! Santos Expelled! Barnes Fighting Hard & MORE!”

by vivafrei

https://rumble.com/v3zdwds-ep.-189-trump-trials-texas-sues-pfizer-santos-expelled-barnes.html

{DropBox included - use URL at end if Link Broken}

{Some delay in upload – reducing size by compression of video}
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—

—

—

I have not gotten to watch this yet – the title suggest they have extra points or changed to their previous coverage of False Accusations ..

as I recall from last time they refused to give real number such as the 80% filed are false, or even the 1/3 of us are Bastards and

womanhood is in general a slimy lying pile of vomit who 1/3 would lie life-destroying lies to family and lovers .. and so how quickly

would they lie about you or me who are not family .. F-ing piles of Satanic festering vomit is a good general Average of modern Western

Womanhood .. and do you think these or any cnts who want to keep YouTube Channel, or stay in careers and not life-destroyed by

Canceling piles of festering Vomit mobs organized by Satanic Witches that control their minds-votes-murders .. so would they touch

that.

Something to wonder about when do watching .. do they pretend – like Prof. Peterson – that they do not know or if they remember such

relevant information, and are being active Satanic Minions?, ..
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-

“EP#97 | The Anatomy of a False Accusation: Revisited”

by Not On Record

https://youtu.be/Q7A9an12aMw

{DropBox included - use URL at end if Link Broken}

—

—
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—

More Thinking-Ape musings on relationship, women and men and the train-wrecks that non-Catholic and other Orthodox Abrahamic

followers steps to marriage and child-raising., ..

-

“The Feminist Imperative”

by Thinking-Ape

https://youtu.be/LnujgFM7ITo

{DropBox included - use URL at end if Link Broken}
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—

—

—

I only got part-way through this – so far, listening to more now in background .. as usual it is entertaining and informative., ..

-

“#391 | Santos Expelled from House, Chauvin Stabbed by Fed, Jussie Back to Jail | Matt & Blonde Show”

by Matt Christiansen mlchristiansen Matt Christiansen Matt Christiansen

https://www.youtube.com/live/39Y_H0KvX9c

https://www.bitchute.com/video/39Y_H0KvX9c

https://odysee.com/@MLChristiansen:d/20231203:6

https://rumble.com/v3zftr3--santos-expelled-from-house-chauvin-stabbed-by-fed-jussie-back-to-jail-and-.html

{DropBox included - use URL at end if Link Broken}

{Some delay in upload – reducing size by compression of video}
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—

.. Sources, ( https://bit.ly/47L6LfN ), ..

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1mwHVDHUbTb1kYBTKPPPqguidOfFjOODmqJ5IhxG5zQw/edit

Archived: https://archive.is/yyceh

-

PDF {DropBox included}
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—

Time | Subject

2:24 Welcome

13:30 Australia listener Christmas party

14:27 Show might be a little shorter while on baby watch

15:40 Elon Musk tells boycotting advertisers: go f**k yourself

22:13 Newsom claims Floridians are moving to California, PolitiFact agrees

30:13 Sec of Ed Miguel Cardona misquotes Ronald Reagan

32:38 Another trans would-be mass shooter stopped

39:52 George Santos expelled from Congress

1:01:01 Break

1:15:47 Chauvin’s attempted murderer identified, is FBI informant

1:21:50 Hoax hate - Jussie Smollett’s appeal denied, back to jail

1:27:03 Hoax hate - Toilet paper bathroom swastika at NYC college

1:31:23 Hoax hate - Guy burns down his own house in Texas

1:36:00 Hoax hate - North Carolina tr4nny booted from bar

1:40:47 Hoax hate - ‘Irish lives matter’ is a hate phrase

1:44:44 Movie review - Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind

2:07:51 Break
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2:39:36 End

—

—

—

May God have Mercy on us all.

—

—

[Current popular Memes and Images - which reflect common thoughts of many - may be found on the SubStack version –

Facebook Witches will/have punished my sharing of such.]

—

—

PS. Yesterday's Post – for continuity - and [any] Referenced Posts, in that order ..

https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-number-2098

Archived: https://archive.is/rKxya [completed same day]
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-

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fi/kntdf4mf4ctiv2t3pnpy1/Multiverse-Journal-Index-Number-2098-December-3rd-2023-

Sunday-Morning-Updated-03-December-2023-same-day.pdf?rlkey=2x00lj9qbkc0fit7ww8y98kjv&dl=0

Multiverse Journal Index Number 2098 , December 3rd, 2023, Sunday Morning Updated 03 December 2023 Same Day

73.4MB ∙ PDF file

Download

Download

-

https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts

/pfbid02e4X5SvcBptJoC2UkDqNQ997sf2FBxjMAMoeFdhtytq2iwXRRJEx7ftVB86gtRNc3l

Archived: https://archive.is/htp8B

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fi/neasyyqb4grmv026bi3y4/Facebook-Multiverse-Journal-Index-Number-2098-December-

3rd-2023-Sunday-Morning.pdf?rlkey=jb94wx1klzmhqpg3vsacvlyzr&dl=0
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1.86MB ∙ PDF file

Download

Download

-

https://www.minds.com/newsfeed/1578095945545945107

https://gab.com/StevWork/posts/111516285046753610

Archived: https://archive.is/etUT9

https://twitter.com/StevWork/status/1731361406090428717

-

{Today's videos & Articles}

DropBox Files: https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo/btz6sx6e9y2kexiiii0nj/h?rlkey=0fgnftsqzusomc46yzmxghisl&dl=0

-

December 3rd, 2023, Sunday Morning, Index Number 2098:

-- --- --

—

—

Many of the videos not provided near comment, ..

DropBox Files: https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo/zuqgll9ax9aa5m8i9rbnd/h?rlkey=zc3rhh67zjec3l8gymy60f1zr&dl=0

—
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—

— Recently found Memes and Images for our Consideration —

(Enjoy the wide-range positions argued in these and Do considering how much better your Journalling will be .. when you start one.)

(None today.)

—
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